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ABSTRACT: Educators can enrich their teaching with best practices, share resources, and contribute to the growing atmospheric science education research community by reading and participating in the scholarship of teaching and learning in atmospheric science. This body of scholarship has grown, particularly over the past 15 years, and is now a sizable literature base that documents and exemplifies numerous teaching innovations in undergraduate atmospheric science education. This literature base benefits the entire atmospheric science community because graduates of atmospheric science programs are better prepared to enter the workforce. This literature base has not yet been examined, however, to see how well the evidence supports education practices in the atmospheric science education literature. In this study, we characterized that evidence and show that the majority of papers we reviewed share education innovations with anecdotal or correlational evidence of effectiveness. While providing useful practitioner knowledge and preliminary evidence of the effectiveness of numerous innovative teaching practices, opportunities exist for increasing readers’ confidence that the innovations caused the learning gains. Additional studies would also help move conclusions toward generalizability across academic institutions and student populations. We make recommendations for advancing atmospheric science education research and encourage atmospheric science educators to actively use the growing body of education literature as well as contribute to advancing atmospheric science education research.
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Nearly 15 years ago, Charlevoix (2008) charged the atmospheric science community with increasing research into teaching and learning in atmospheric science. Charlevoix noted that atmospheric science as a field becomes more robust and effective at meeting society’s challenges when graduates are better prepared. She stated that improvements to education happen more efficiently when university faculty, lecturers, graduate teaching assistants, and others reflect upon and share teaching practices they find to be particularly effective. Charlevoix argued that sharing of effective teaching should be considered a type of scholarship that systematically produces new knowledge in reproducible ways. She asserted that atmospheric science would greatly benefit from developing a body of literature from which educators could draw, saving time and pooling resources, to grow and improve our field.

The atmospheric science community has amassed a sizable education publication record spread among journals such as the *Journal of Geoscience Education* (*JGE*), the *Journal of College Science Teaching*, and the *Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society* (*BAMS*), with many more publications in journals outside of atmospheric science. However, to advance the type of scholarship advocated by Charlevoix, it is important to characterize the evidence base that supports this work and overall community claims. Our vision for this paper is to connect those who teach atmospheric science with existing education literature and make transparent the strengths and limitations of the research that inform this body of work. In this way, atmospheric science educators might enrich their teaching with evidence-based practice, discover how to effectively share their own work, and participate in the growing atmospheric science education research community.

Charlevoix specifically advocated for scholarship focusing on teaching innovations that address learning goals in undergraduate atmospheric science education. This type of work is known as scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL) [National Association of Geoscience Teachers (NAGT); NAGT 2020], and is the kind of research we addressed in this study. (For readers interested in how education researchers distinguish between SoTL and other education research, please see the sidebar.) In education research, as in other fields, literature reviews are one method for synthesizing and evaluating ongoing work, identifying gaps, informing new research, and defining norms and standards of a research community. Literature reviews can be an effective method for analyzing multiple studies to assess the evidence supporting community claims, such as curricular interventions used in education (Scherer et al. 2019).

We pursued the latter objective in this study. Our research question was, “What is the current state of atmospheric science education research?”

**Methods**

This project grew among a cross section of atmospheric science and education researchers with a strong interest in atmospheric science education research and a collective understanding of the current literature in our field. Three authors are founding members of the Atmospheric Science Education Research Community, a working group that convened in 2016 to create a vital education research community in atmospheric science. This group conducted the “Involvement in and Perception of Atmospheric Science Education Research Survey” in 2018 (Kopacz et al. 2021). Study participants who had published atmospheric science education papers \(N = 45\) indicated their work had been published in 42 distinct journals, which gave us an idea of the scope of the publication distribution. Five of our authors served on the AMS...
Ad Hoc Committee on Atmospheric Science Education Research in 2019. To gain a sense of the publication history of the community, they conducted an informal survey of the literature and identified 43 atmospheric science education research papers. All authors have attended and participated in the Conference on Education held at AMS Annual Meetings and therefore have a broad understanding of the breadth of the existing atmospheric science education efforts and resulting literature. We informally identified 20 additional papers, bringing the total to 63. These were identified through several independent efforts that were not designed to be reproducible; thus, we sought to verify and extend our search through the consistent search method described below.

**The search for atmospheric science SoTL papers.** We drew upon related work in the geosciences (Bitting et al. 2018; Scherer et al. 2019) to search for relevant literature for our study. We selected three library databases (ERIC, Academic Search Ultimate, and PsycInfo) and five search terms (undergraduate, education, meteorology, atmospheric science, and research) to conduct a search of the literature. To test our search process, each author was assigned one database and used the five search terms individually and with different Boolean operators to produce individual lists of papers that were compiled into one list. We then examined the compiled list to confirm that our process was “catching” what we knew of the publication history and distribution. Because we had previously identified papers and journals that we did not discover through these systematic searches, we added a fourth database (Web of Science) and three more search terms (college, cognition, and learning) and conducted the search again. At this point, the process was successfully identifying the breadth of the literature previously identified and, in many cases, was duplicating results across databases. We ultimately identified a total of 173 papers primarily from five different journals (Table 1).

At this point, we established specific inclusion and exclusion criteria for identifying a set of papers to study (Table 2). We began with the call to embrace SoTL made by Charlevoix (2008). This call applied specifically to increasing SoTL efforts; thus, our inclusion criteria centered on studies focused on teaching innovations addressing learning goals in undergraduate education, including curriculum development. Recognizing that learning gains are not the only constructs worthy of study (LaDue et al. 2022), and that instructors often “wish to contribute to the knowledge base of teaching and learning” (Charlevoix 2008, p. 1659), we retained papers with the intent to improve instruction and learning. Studies that addressed self-efficacy,
motivation, and student willingness to engage in novel instructional strategies (e.g., a flipped classroom) were included, but papers on diversity, expert–novice differences, identifying (but not overcoming) misconceptions, and program development/history were excluded. We chose to focus solely on atmospheric science education research, thus excluding climate change and environmental education papers that did not address atmospheric science concepts.

Finally, in order to focus primarily on the evolution of atmospheric science education research after the Charlevoix call (2008), but to provide a sufficiently lengthy time period upon which to draw conclusions (15 years), we agreed to include papers published in or after 2005. We excluded conference presentations, abstracts, and preprints to confine our search to work published in publications with peer-review or editor oversight. Overall, we came to a consensus on the criteria through group discussions.

We methodically applied our inclusion–exclusion criteria to the 173 papers. Each of the authors selected at least 2 papers to include in a pilot list of 14 papers that we independently determined to include or exclude according to the criteria. We met to compare individual determinations, worked to resolve differences, and further refined our criteria through group discussion. This process was repeated with an additional 12 papers. At this point, we concurred that we had a mutually agreed upon understanding of the application of the inclusion–exclusion criteria. We divided the remaining 147 papers into six sets, and assigned each set to a “primary” and “secondary” (randomly assigned) reviewer who determined whether to include or exclude each paper. In this way, the final determinations to include or exclude, based on agreement between two reviewers, were made on 83% of the papers. We met three times to review and discuss the remaining papers until an agreement was reached by all authors for each paper. This process resulted in 47 papers for evaluation. The 47 SoTL papers are provided in Table 3.

Table 1. Sources of papers initially identified and after inclusion/exclusion criteria were applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Number of papers initially identified</th>
<th>Number of papers in the final list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society (BAMS)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Geoscience Education (UGE)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather, Climate, and Society</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of College Science Teaching</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the Trenches</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Inclusion–exclusion criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion</th>
<th>Exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SoTL studies</td>
<td>Diversity/inclusion papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum development</td>
<td>Expert–novice studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is intentional and reflective about improving instruction and learning in atmospheric science</td>
<td>Program development/history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer reviewed or has editor oversight</td>
<td>Climate change and environmental education literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targets undergraduate instruction (majors or nonmajors), including classroom, field, REUs, and internships</td>
<td>Meeting reports/conference preprints/dissertations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Published 2005–20</td>
<td>Papers focused on misconception research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DBER studies of spatial thinking or other cognitive aspects of learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development of instruments to assess education outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adapting and applying the Geoscience Education Research Strength of Evidence Pyramid. 

To address our research question, we set out next to evaluate the strength of evidence supporting conclusions described in the papers. “Strength of evidence” refers to whether findings were substantiated, the lack of which could indicate researcher bias in the claims made. It also refers to how findings were substantiated, use of custom-designed instruments and surveys, or how nondiverse study populations limit generalizability of findings. In general, we think of “strength of evidence” as how well a study demonstrates that an education practice was the cause of changes observed in the students.

We started with the Geoscience Education Research Strength of Evidence Pyramid (St. John and McNeal 2017; Fig. 1). Consisting of five levels for characterizing claims based on the strength of the evidence presented, the Geoscience Education Research Strength of Evidence Pyramid can be used as a rubric to evaluate the strength of evidence of generalizable claims in education research efforts. The shape—a pyramid—represents the relative number of papers at each level. Specifically, the large number of papers that support the foundation of the pyramid describe studies that support a smaller amount of research at the top. The higher levels of the pyramid do not necessarily identify better, stronger, or more rigorous studies. Instead, studies at higher levels of the pyramid have increased generalizability of their conclusions or claims, based on the strength of evidence presented and the research design.

The first level of the Geoscience Education Research Strength of Evidence Pyramid, Practitioner Wisdom/Expert Opinion, describes wisdom about teaching and learning. While containing unsubstantiated conclusions, these papers are valuable because they inform the community by highlighting potential education challenges and promising education practices.

Table 3. List of papers included in this study.

| Qualitative and quantitative cohort studies | 3 | Mackin et al. (2012) |
Work at this level can involve peer review, but there is often no or editor-only oversight. The second and third levels of the pyramid, Quantitative and Qualitative Case and Cohort studies, introduce measures of evaluation and systematic analysis of that evidence to show effectiveness of the education practices described. The studies with the strongest evidence at these levels use validated instruments and recognized education research methodologies to study a class or course. By investigating a broader cohort such as a cross section of courses, institutions, and/or populations, researchers can further reduce bias, increase sample size, and strengthen generalizability and evidence for claims.

The fourth and fifth levels of the pyramid, Meta-Analyses and Systematic Reviews, build on studies forming the foundation of the pyramid. They consolidate the results of multiple investigations, generalize findings for broader populations, elevate confidence in community claims, recognize trends, and identify gaps. Meta-Analyses involve application of statistical methods to look at a broad suite of existing quantitative or qualitative data. Systematic Reviews use transparent methods to identify, select, and evaluate relevant published literature on a particular topic (St. John and McNeal 2017).

Our list of 47 papers was sufficiently small that we could discuss all of the papers as a group over multiple meetings. Before each meeting, each group member read the same subset of papers and preassigned each paper to a level on the Geoscience Education Research Strength of Evidence Pyramid. In addition to the salient criteria found in the Geoscience Education Research Strength of Evidence Pyramid, we also heavily referenced the paper in which the pyramid was published (St. John and McNeal 2017), which contains additional discussion and motivation for each level. To increase the reliability of our process, we asked Karen McNeal, an author of the St. John and McNeal (2017) paper, to read and preassign a strength of evidence level to a subset of papers. The author joined one meeting where these papers were discussed, characterized, and compared to her preassignment. As a result of her interpretation, our discussion at that meeting, and further discussions in subsequent meetings, we divided the Quantitative and Qualitative Case Studies category (Level 2) first into two, and subsequently three, sublevels to further distinguish the large amount and wide range of papers represented within Level 2. Second and third rounds of review ensued in order to recharacterize the papers using the further delineated rubric, which is shown in Fig. 2.

At each of our meetings and through the process of characterization, we identified and discussed the methods, strengths, weaknesses, and how well findings were conveyed in individual studies, along with common practices and gaps in the papers we reviewed. Extensive memo writing, both by individual members and as a collective summary of each meeting, documented these observations.

**Representative papers**

Our final list of characterized papers is shown in Table 3. These papers exemplify atmospheric science education research at each level of Fig. 2. The rubric developed to evaluate papers in the list (based on the Geoscience Education Research Strength of Evidence Pyramid).
the rubric and can be used by atmospheric scientists as a resource for their teaching or as models for how to design and publish atmospheric science education research. We encourage readers to further explore these papers, and below we describe one representative paper from each level.

The papers that represent Practitioner Wisdom and Expert Opinion contribute pedagogical content knowledge to the research process, and "inform research by highlighting potential challenges, promising practices, and puzzling questions to address" (St. John and McNeal 2017, p. 367). At this level, authors are not explicitly conducting education research or analyzing results and may only make anecdotal observations and unsupported claims. As an example of a Level 1 paper, Coleman and Mitchell (2014) sought to increase student engagement by involving students in real-time data collection and analysis through high-altitude ballooning research. Although no direct quantitative evidence for improvement in student achievement was collected, the authors anecdotally observed that student attitudes and engagement improved and that program enrollments had increased. Papers in this category may have limited evidence to support claims of student learning, but they remain a rich source of evidence of the kind of teaching and instructional activities being promoted in the community and can lead to further research on novel and widespread education practices.

Papers in Level 2A represent quantitative and qualitative case studies that intentionally measure the effectiveness of particular pedagogies or instructional activities. At this level, researchers often use student self-reported data, such as project assignments, unit assessments, or student opinions from end-of-course evaluations. Therefore, these papers provide evidence representing the judgements and opinions of the participants. In Neves et al. (2013), the authors used an interactive modeling tool to model blackbody radiation and gradient wind dynamics for students in an introductory meteorology course. Using a Likert scale survey at the end of the course, they found that students considered the computational modeling activities useful for learning in meteorology and for their professional training as a whole. When systematically analyzed, data of this type can provide a general measure of learning gains, even if those gains may not be directly attributable to the pedagogy or learning activity being studied.

Providing evidence that demonstrates correlation between a pedagogy or innovation and its intended effect is a hallmark of Level 2B papers (and higher). Research at this level includes the intentional collection of both baseline and summative assessment data, often done through the administration of pre- and posttests or surveys. These data may be either quantitative, such as scored quizzes or concept inventories, or qualitative, including student quotes or reflections. For example, to assess the effectiveness of a field experience on student learning, Barrett and Woods (2012) collected and analyzed two years of pre- and postactivity questionnaires and content quizzes. Over both years, students demonstrated statistically significant learning gains in almost every content area studied. By using pretests to establish students’ baseline knowledge, the authors were able to establish a correlation between their intervention and the measured gains. Demonstrating this correlation builds confidence in the ability of an instructional approach to improve the learning experience of students in a course. Authors may also use other methods to provide evidence of change, such as program evaluations or comparison between assessment methods.

The papers in Level 2C compare results to control groups or control scenarios, report on effect sizes, or use valid qualitative methods to establish the veracity of findings. These methods can provide evidence that an education practice was the cause of measured learning gains. Because humans are natural learners, time simply spent in a classroom along with student maturation can result in learning gains (Hattie 2012). Thus, in order to demonstrate the efficacy of education interventions with stronger evidence than gains demonstrated through pre- and posttests, it is essential to employ methods that establish causation.
One paper at this level, Grundstein et al. (2011), demonstrated causality of their intervention through a control scenario. To test the efficacy of a severe weather forecast activity, they divided students into traditional and inquiry-based laboratory sections. The control group completed exercises from a commonly used laboratory manual, while the experimental group performed a simulation in which they played the role of an operational forecaster on a severe weather day. Postlaboratory assessments showed that students in both groups demonstrated about the same level of content knowledge; however, students in the inquiry-based laboratory group demonstrated greater perceived learning and greater enjoyment of the laboratory exercise. The authors also reported representative written comments from the students, to support and clarify their statistical findings.

Quantitative and Qualitative Cohort Studies (Level 3) investigate a broad cross section of courses, institutions, and/or populations, and the findings resulting from these studies are supported with larger bodies of evidence collected from wide samples, making their claims more generalizable to overall atmospheric science education. The instruments used in these studies are broadly applicable such that the study can be easily replicated and the research is often conducted by external researchers, rather than course instructors, to minimize bias. Mackin et al. (2012) reported on a repertoire of rotating-tank experiments and curriculum in fluid dynamics involving 12 instructors and over 900 students, spread among 6 universities. The authors collected and analyzed instructor logs and surveys, held meetings with collaborators and faculty, and conducted site visits to observe the faculty in action. A validated pre- and posttest instrument was also developed (over 3 years) to assess students’ content gains. The results demonstrated that the experiments fostered student curiosity, engagement, and motivation, expanded student cognitive models, and that in all cases experimental groups consistently showed greater learning gains on pre-/posttests than comparison groups.

We did not observe papers at Level 4 (Meta-Analyses) or Level 5 (Systematic Reviews). Completion of studies at these levels is dependent on a broad literature base within the foundational levels described above. As the community continues to address the need for increased participation in SoTL and for improved access to relevant literature on teaching and learning (Charlevoix 2008), we anticipate that additional studies at this level will emerge and provide greater insight into teaching and learning in undergraduate atmospheric science courses.

**Discussion of findings**

Our research question, “What is the current state of atmospheric science education research?” was designed to connect atmospheric science educators with existing literature and make transparent the strengths and limitations of the research that inform this body of work. Some may see ways to participate in the growing atmospheric science education research community, learning how to effectively evaluate and share their classroom innovations, while anyone may enrich their teaching with evidence-based practices. We know that many of our colleagues are innovating in the classroom and recognize that they may also wish to contribute to the published literature. We hope that providing names and descriptions of atmospheric science education research is helpful in planning those contributions.

A majority (25, or 53%) of the papers we reviewed were either Level 1 or Level 2A, and we anticipate additional contributions at this level as the atmospheric science education research community matures. Few papers (8, or 17%) were published at Level 2C or Level, which indicates there is also room for growth at these levels. The lack of papers at higher levels of the pyramid is not surprising or unsettling. St. John and McNeal (2017, p. 368) wrote that meta-analyses and systematic reviews are “the least common, in part, because they depend on access to data, methods, and findings from previously published research.” To make investigations at Levels 4 and 5 possible, a sufficient body of high-quality work in Levels 1, 2, and 3 must be completed first.
We recognize that the authors of the majority of papers we reviewed are not trained in education research, lack the time and funding to invest in rigorous course or program evaluation, and do not have access to control groups and data from other programs. We found, however, through an examination of authors and their affiliations, that almost all papers nearing the upper echelons (Levels 2C and 3) had at least one coauthor with a background and/or formal training in education research. This is commensurate with patterns in other disciplines. Charlevoix (2008) offered a framework for investigators interested in carrying out their own SoTL projects but suggested SoTL research can be interdisciplinary, combining experts in atmospheric science and education research.

Because the topic of funding is central to strengthening atmospheric science education research, we identified funding sources, if provided by the author. Of the 47 papers included, less than half (47%) of the studies were at least partially funded. Eight papers were unclear about their funding source; for example, data in one study came from an NSF-sponsored Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) but a statement of support or funding was not disclosed. Sources of funding ranged from governmental agencies such as NSF and NOAA, to internal funding from individual departments within universities. The most highly cited institution that provided funding was NSF (30%). This suggests that about half of the education research in atmospheric science is unsupported by formal funding sources. Significant funds are not necessarily required for SoTL studies, though costs of publications can be high for small, but valuable, studies.

We recognize that establishing a causal link between learning gains and an instructional intervention can be difficult, especially when all instruction is anticipated to result in learning gains (Hattie 2012). However, methods with the potential to establish causal links between interventions and learning can be intentionally chosen. Exam grades and end-of-course evaluations are not generally considered research data. They can provide some evidence but are limited in their ability to establish generalizability due to uncontrolled factors and, in the case of end-of-course evaluations, low response rates. Additionally, we found a wide range in how qualitative data were used. In multiple cases, authors used quotations from students or participants to illustrate points, but did not contextualize the representativeness of these quotations in comparison with other data. When reviewing these papers, we sometimes asked ourselves, “Were these comments cherry-picked?” Authors should be as transparent as possible when reporting qualitative data by contextualizing the circumstances in which the data were gathered and reporting how characteristic the selected examples are to the entire sample.

A limitation of our study is that we chose not to include conference presentations, abstracts, and preprints. By considering SoTL as scholarship, we focused on peer-reviewed sources. We acknowledge this choice led to the exclusion of a large body of work that is valuable to the atmospheric science education research community and that contributes to forming the base of the pyramid. Additionally, through our literature search process, we attempted to identify as many papers that fit our criteria as possible. Inevitably (perhaps due to key terms assigned to a paper, etc.) we missed some. For example, during the review process we became aware that Schultz (2010) should have been included but was not. There are likely others. Thus, our recommendations were made without the benefit that review of these papers may have offered.

**Recommendations**

Based on our findings and the work that has been accomplished thus far, we offer four recommendations for advancing the field of atmospheric science education research.

**Recommendation 1.** To grow the research base and encourage vertical development within the pyramid, support from the atmospheric science community is needed, especially at administrative and professional community levels. When commissioners and boards of
professional societies and heads and chairs of departments encourage and incentivize the development of atmospheric science education research, individuals are better positioned to seek opportunities to build and expand their science education research skills. AMS could support atmospheric science education research by promoting efforts and publicly aligning with NAGT to enable connections between organizations. Community-building efforts and sponsored programs (e.g., NSF, NOAA) could contribute toward generalizability by encouraging collaborations that help atmospheric scientists interested in education research collect stronger evidence.

Recommendation 2. By organizing and expanding efforts, atmospheric science education researchers can secure grants to support studies. NSF programs present opportunities for funding both in the NSF Division of Atmospheric and Geospace Sciences (e.g., GEOPaths), as well as in the Division of Undergraduate Education [e.g., Improving Undergraduate STEM Education (IUSE) and Building Capacity for STEM Education Research (BCSER)]. We encourage atmospheric science educators to apply for funding in atmospheric science education research, both internally through individual institutions and from larger funding sources. With grants and funding come studies with stronger evidence, publications, advancement of atmospheric science education research, and greater recognition for the value of education research within atmospheric science.

Recommendation 3. Collaborating with education researchers or evaluation specialists on project design, structure, and methods can move investigations into the realm of collecting causal evidence and improving atmospheric science education research. Some universities house science education specialists in science departments, and these individuals make ideal research partners. Colleges of education also include science educators who could provide an interdisciplinary approach to an atmospheric science education study. Atmospheric scientists interested in publishing on their teaching innovations might also consider joining NAGT, a network of professionals committed to high-quality, scholarly research in geoscience education. NAGT offers professional development and facilitates research partnerships.

Recommendation 4. We encourage the use of valid and reliable methods of evaluation when possible. The Geoscience Education Researcher Toolbox (https://nagt.org/nagt/geoedresearch/toolbox/) includes a collection of instruments and surveys with validated and reliable measures for use in education research. Similar to other research areas, software packages for data analysis are customary and available to support quantitative and qualitative research designs (e.g., SPSS, R, MAXQDA, TAMS Analyzer). Education research often uses qualitative methods, which may necessitate some preparation on the part of researchers venturing into education research for the first time. Training on education research methods, instrumentation, data analysis, and publication can be found through resources hosted online, as well as through webinars, workshops, and conferences hosted by professional organizations such as AMS and NAGT.

Conclusions
The atmospheric science education community has built a strong literature foundation that contains a wealth of practitioner knowledge along with multiple case studies which provide evidence of the effectiveness of numerous education practices and innovative pedagogies. It is time to build upon this foundation to encourage continued development of atmospheric science education research. For example, we can use the education innovations described by practitioners (Level 1) and evaluate them as case studies. We can replicate case studies completed at Levels 2A and 2B using control groups and measure effect sizes or use qualitative
methods for deep inquiry. Replication will not only confirm initial results but provide stronger evidence upon which we can base claims. We can repeat case studies conducted at Level 2C in multiple classes, courses, or institutions to evaluate the generalizability of initial results. Ultimately, by adding to the literature at Level 2C and Level 3, we will provide a large enough base for conducting meta-analyses and systematic reviews. An intentional community effort to contribute at all levels of the pyramid is essential work that advances our field. It is our hope that scientists and educators can now envision how they might build upon the foundation of—and use—atmospheric science education research to ensure that we are training future atmospheric scientists in the best manner possible.
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